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Abstract: Machine vision is a broad field that is growing very rapidly and being used in every automation
control system. The work presented in this paper is focused on measuring the quality of the cutting knives that
are moving with the speed of 45 m/s in a real time wood chipper. Meanwhile, the effects of blurring for different
exposure time are investigated on real time quality inspection of knives in a wood chipper. On the basis of that
quality measurement it is decided that knives in a wood chipper should be replaced or not. The quality of
cutting knives is investigated by comparing the obtained values with predicted values in the least square sense.
Different image processing algorithms and filtering techniques are applied to find the region of interest i.e.
edges of knives from the image. Decision is made on the basis of accumulated Mean Square Error (MSE).
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INTRODUCTION condition. However, stopping a wood chipper takes time

The forest industry is of vital importance for the leads to stop in production if no accumulated storage of
economy of any country. Trees are cut and processed in wood chips is present. This has motivated companies
a wood chipper into small wood chips which  are  later such as Iggesund Tools to investigate the possibility of
used as raw material for manufacturing of pulp and paper. an optical online system for inspection of the cutting
The process of wood chipping is usually based on a large knives. The environment for this optical system is
heavy metal wheel having a large  mass  angular contaminated with dust, vibrations, heat and pieces of
momentum. Knives are assembled on this wheel for woods bouncing around. Understanding of this harsh
cutting the wood into small pieces. The quality measures environment is a good starting point for studying this
of knives include sharpness and damages to its edges. challenging measurement problem. In this paper, we will
This is because worn out and damaged edges will most investigate the possibilities to introduce methods of
likely cause more energy consumption, heat and damaged machine vision for the inspection of mentioned cutting
wood chips. The distribution of sizes of wood chips is knives.
known to have a major impact on the quality of produced
pulp. Hence quality of knives should be maintained to Machine Vision-online Inspection: Machine Vision is one
produce better quality pulp. So wood chipper knives of the key technologies that are being used in
should be inspected regularly. manufacturing   due    to    the    requirement   of quality

Background and Problem Motivation: The wood chippers Machine Vision System [1] can be described as shown in
are stopped regularly for optical inspection of their Figure 1.

due to the large mass angular momentum. This in turn

and   the    traceability    of    product.   A   typical
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Fig. 1: A Typical Machine Vision System

Fig. 2: Rotating Disk with knives on its periphery [5].

The object is transported mechanically e.g. on a
conveyer belt that should have a defined position for
imaging. For that it requires mechanical handling of the
material and often also a trigger that triggers the image
acquisition e.g. photoelectric sensor. The object is
illuminated by one of the different illuminating devices.
The object is imaged with the camera that uses a lens that
is suitably selected or specially designed for the
application. The camera delivers the image to the
computer through the camera computer interface e.g. a
frame grabber, standard interface, such as IEEE 1394, USB
2.0 or Ethernet. The device driver of the camera-computer
interface assembles the image in the memory of the
computer. The illumination can be controlled by the
strobe signal in case of frame grabber or trigger is
connected to  the  camera  and  illumination  device
directly or through Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).
The computer can be a standard Personal computer may
use a standard processor, a Digital Signal Processor
(DSP), a Field- Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), or a
combination of above. The machine vision software
inspects  the   object  and  returns  the  evaluation  of   the

object. The result of evaluation is connected to the
Controller i.e. a PLC or a Distributed Control System
(DCS). The communication is performed by digital I/O
Interfaces. The PLC, in turn, typically controls an actuator
e.g. an electric motor through a  communication  interface
i.e.  Serial  interface [2-4]. 

Image Acquisition: Machine vision or computer vision all
begin with an image. Precisely speaking image acquisition
is that how you can get the image. Quality image in
machine vision are similar to obtaining a quality image in
a photograph. Types of illuminating source play the
leading role in  providing  image  of  the  good  quality.
The appropriateness of lighting and its quality are critical
aspects for creating a robust and timely vision inspection.
Quality lighting is necessary to provide a bright enough
reflected image of the object. Uniform Light should be
distributed over the object to get the expected outcome.
On the other hand non-uniform lighting will affect the
distribution of brightness values that will be captured by
the camera and will directly affect the results.

In an image or in a scene being viewed is certain
conditions can be exaggerated by using lighting tricks.
Sometimes shadow from the object includes high contrast
information that can be used to make a decision about the
scene being viewed. The types of illuminating sources
that are used to provide illumination may also influence
the quality of the image.

Realisation: We made the prototype of the machine
vision system for quality inspection of the cutting knives
in a wood chipper while considering the real time
environment. Knives in wood chipper  are  rotating with
the speed of 45 m/s. Sketch of the rotating disk used in
real world wood chipper from Iggesund Tools company
with cutting knife on its periphery is shown in  Figure  2.
So when we take the image of the knife in motion it would
be blurred that would not be the case when knife is not in
motion. Short exposure time of camera can solve the
problem of   machine   vision  in  fast  moving  objects.
The exposure time of 10 µs results in a blurring motion of
0.45 mm in the real world setup. So we have to minimize
the exposure time of the camera to minimize motion
blurring. Here, we are working with two types of exposure
times.

Experimental Exposture Time: To minimize any motion
blurring caused by the stepper motor, we minimized the
experimental exposure time of the camera to the lowest
possible  exposure  time  supported by the camera. For the
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Luminera camera that we used, the lowest possible
exposure time is in the range of approximately 100 µs. It
must be made clear that the experimental exposure time is
selected for the purpose of getting series of good images
at the time of the lab experiment. However, this
experimental exposure time has no direct relation to the
motion blurring that will appear for an image capture on a
real-world wood chipper. Instead this real-world motion
blurring is modeled by the estimated exposure time.

Estimate Exposure Time: The impact of motion blurring
on the machine vision based knife edge analysis that is Fig. 3: Mechanical Setup for Inspection of knife
suggested in this paper is investigated in our experiment.
For this experiment, the estimated exposure time for an The mean for those images are taken and one image
image capture on a real-world wood chipper is determined is generated from several images. Image processing
by the number of experimental images used. Between techniques are applied by using Matlab in order to find
every exposure for a series of images, the stepper motor the Mean Square Error (MSE) for each estimated exposure
has moved by 1.25 µm. The mean value image from this time. Mean square error will describe the quality of knife.
series is the estimation of influence of motion blurring in
a real world machine vision system at the estimated Mthodology: Mechanical experimental setup prepared for
exposure time. Total distance travelled by the knife during analysis of quality of Wood chipper's knife can be seen in
estimated exposure time is calculated by the number of Figure 3.
steps moved by the stepper motor. Estimated exposure Platform for placing the knife on stepper motor is
time is calculated as shown in Equation 1. prepared with the help of wooden board and metallic

Our Approach in this test is to capture images of the sheet. Luminera camera is adjusted straight on the top of
knife that is moving 1.25 µm on each step of the stepper stepper motor platform. Illumination source is placed in
motor. One image is captured for each step of the motor such a way to produce dark field illumination i.e. diffused
and experimental exposure time of the camera is set light is reflected into the camera and specular light is
constant at 0.1 ms. It would not show any blurring motion reflected away. Code for the stepper motor is written by
when the knife is still. One image is created from the using Lab View  software  from  National  Instruments.
several images by taking the mean of all the images that Lab View is chosen because it provides easy hardware
were captured at every step of the motor. That mean value interfacing and have a lot of built in Virtual Instruments
image is supposed to be an estimation of the influence of (VIs) for our hardware. Stepper motor will move one step
motion blurring in a real world experiment at the estimated for one image and store those images into the computer
exposure time. We will get for example 50 images for 50 memory with given target directory. Step size and speed
steps of the stepper motor that will cover distance of 62.5 of the stepper motor can also be varied. Stepper motor
µm so the estimated exposure time would be 1.4 µs that is stops when it reaches the destination position that are the
calculated as: required number of steps that the stepper motor should

1 step = 1.25 µm through the inspection  control  panel  as  shown in

50 steps = 50X1.25 µm

Estimated Exposture Time = Distance/Speed Language in Visual Studio express so that it can

As Distance = 62.5 µm and Speed = 45m/s Stepper motor and camera are software synchronized

Estimated Exposture Time = images when stepper motor starts moving in such a
Distance/Speed = 62.5 µm/45 m/s = 1.4 µs (1) way  that  one  image  for  one step. For this Lab View

move. Required home position can also be adjusted

Figure 4.

Code for the Luminera camera is written using C-

capture images. 

with each other, so that camera will start taking
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Fig. 4: Control Panel for Knife Inspection in cutting knives. Experimental setup for collecting

Fig. 5: Experimental Setup for sheet of LEDs as Light
Source Image  Analysis:   The   images   were   saved   in the

Fig. 6: Fundamental steps for image analysis symmetric.

helped a lot in a way that it have built in VI with the
name System Execution. It accepts the exe file with
the required input arguments and executes to give
the result in the form of bmp images. These bmp
images are stored at the path specified in Lab View
program. Exe file is generated for the C-program of
the Luminera camera [6].
Our next problem was how to illuminate the linearly
moving cutting knives that is suitable for given
conditions. The illumination source we used is the
sheet of LEDS i.e. SCHOTT HB-LED Light line. So,
we arranged the setup in the position that provides
us the best images that can be used for our analysis

images of knife can be shown in Figure 5.
We collected the images and took the mean of the
images by using Matlab. Then applied our machine
vision algorithms designed in Matlab. Least Square
Fitting for predicted value against the obtained value
of the knife edge is plotted. MSE is calculated by
using obtained and predicted values. We used Image
Analysis toolbox of Matlab and utilized its built-in
filters and functions to make our analysis more
productive.
Images for eight different samples of knife are taken
and stored into the computer memory. Image analysis
is done on the acquired images by using Matlab.
Results and conclusion are drawn on the bases of
that image analysis.

BMP  format.  MATLAB  supports  BMP,   GIF,  JPEG,
PNG and TIFF for its instructions. All the steps in the
image analysis  of  acquired images are explained in
Figure 6.

Steps Involved in Image Analysis
Mean of the Images: The first step in image analysis is to
read all the bmp images into the MATLAB from the
current directory for taking the mean of  all  the  images.
All the images are added to get one image and divided by
the total number of the images. Image Analysis is applied
on that final image.

Filtering and Smoothing: The process of smoothing the
image suppresses noise and small fluctuations. In the
frequency domain, this process refers to the suppression
of high frequencies. Gaussian filter is used for filtering the
image; It works as a low pass filter and is rotationally
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Thresholding Operation: Thresholding operation is Extracting the Edges of Knife: The edges of object of
applied for converting gray scale image to the binary interest are extracted logically by giving value one to the
image. Thresholding operation is also sensitive to noise edge pixels and zero to the pixels that are not the edges
that means neighborhood of the pixel will shrink; grow [11].
and alter its shape in a non deterministic manner. In order
to reduce noise sensitivity, the filter's response to higher Cropping the Image: The image is cropped to separate the
frequencies must be limited. The mask for image upper edge of the knife from the lower edge.
smoothing is generated by convolving the mask of ones
(11x11) with Gaussian filter [7]. Distinguishing Upper Edge of Knife from Lower Edge:

mask = conv2(mask, g, 'same');% mask for image lower edge of the knife by labeling the connected
smoothing components of the image again

Then convolving its result by the original image. We will [R1,num] = bwlabeln(J,8);
get the matrix f. 

f = conv2(i,mask,'same');

Obtained threshold is generated by multiplying the
selected threshold i.e. 20% with maximum value from the %% Extracting the Upper Edge that is our region of
matrix f. interest

thv = th*max(max(f)); for i1=1:max(max(R1))

The distribution of zeros and ones is on the basis of % Finding maximum value of CC from the labeled matrix
the obtained threshold i.e. thv if the value of matrix f is
less then thv then that pixel is set to be zero otherwise  [r,c] = find(R1==i1);
one.

Connected Components: After the filter, the pixels in the
image consists of zeros and ones, if it is a zero in the pixel  noofeles = numel(rc(:,1));
it interprets as black and an one interprets as white. If two
white pixels are beside each other, the pixels displays the  col1avg(i1) = sum(rc(:,1))/noofeles;
same object and to be able to control all the found objects
it is suitable to give all pixels which display the same end
object (in this case a change in light intensity) a unique
number. All pixels with the same number can now be Selecting the minimum value of the average of all the
treated as an object and now it is possible to decide the connected components. 
size and position of the found edges [8].

Extracting the Image of Interest: Image of knife is the
object of interest in the whole image. We observed that Then making that minimum value one and all other
the area of our object of interest is always maximum so we values are set to be zero hence the upper edge is
used Regionprops built in command of the Matlab to separated from the lower edge.
collect the areas of all connected components of image.
Further we located the connected component with  for R3 = 1:1:1216
maximum area [9, 10].

STATS = REGIONPROPS(L1,'Area');
area = cat(1, STATS.Area); if R1(R3,C3) == s1;

[h h1]=max(area);

The upper edge of the knife is distinguished from the

%Label connected component in the binary image 

and taking average of all the connected components. 

 rc= [r c];

[s s1] = min(col1avg);

for C3 = 1:1:1240
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R1(R3,C3)=1; mean square error is very low. For example, the mean

else R1(R3,C3)=0; estimated exposure time of 0.60 µs.

end RESULTS

end We want to analyze the effect of estimated exposure

 end were given two samples of knives to check the effect of

Polyfit: The polyfit function provides least square fitting A (s8) was the Worst case and Sample B (s1) was the best
that creates a smooth mathematical curve. The result of case.
the polyfit can be influenced by setting a higher degree to
the mathematical curve, which gives it a better accuracy Experimental Results for Worst and Best Case
for obtained values. But in our case we selected the Sample A (s8): Worst Case: Firstly, Sample A is analyzed
highest degree to be one because we have to compare our in our prototype for quality inspection of cutting knives.
knife edge with the straight line i.e. 1  degree polynomial. We are interested in analyzing the effect of estimatedst

We are interested to verify how much obtained values of exposure time on the calculation of MSE. As data for 
the edge deviates from the predicted straight line. MSE is covering large range of values, so for easy

The syntax for polyfit function is: of estimated exposture time on log mean square error can

P = POLYFIT(X,Y,N) graph as we go on increasing the  estimated  exposure

It finds the coefficients of a polynomial P(X) of (s8). As SNR also increases when the number of images
degree N that fits the data Y best in a least-squares sense. increases but due to the high value of MSE it do not have
P is a row vector of length N+1 containing the polynomial too much effect on the sample A (s8).
coefficients in descending powers, P(1)*X^N +
P(2)*X^(N-1) +...+ P(N)*X + P(N+1). Least Square Fitting Sample B(s1): Best Case: Now Sample B (s1) is analyzed
for predicted value against the obtained value of the knife in our prototype for quality inspection of cutting knives.
edge is shown in Figure 7. We are interested in analyzing the effect of estimated

Mean Square Error: The analysis of quality of knife is The effect of estimated exposure time on logarithmic mean
based on the mean square error which is calculated by square error for Sample B (s1) can be seen in Figure 9.
taking the sum of differences between the predicted value It can be analyzed in the Figure. 9 that as we go on
and obtained values. Taking square and then dividing it increasing the estimated exposure time, the log mean
with total number of values. If Mean square error is high square error increases for sample B (s1). As SNR also
then  the  edge  of  knife  are  worn  out.  For  Sharp knives increases when we increase the number of images or in

Fig. 7: Least Square Fitting of the knife edge be  due  to  uncertainties   or   due   to  the  effect  of  SNR.

square error for the badly worn out knife is 23.0537 at

time on the calculation of mean square error. Firstly we

estimated exposure time on the mean square error. Sample

presentation of data logarithmic scale is used. The effect

be seen in Figure 8. It can be analyzed  in  the  above

time, the log mean square error decreases for sample A

exposure time on the calculation of mean  square  error.

other words estimated exposure time. But due to the low
values of MSE, SNR have the more effect on the sample
B (s1).

When graphs for Sample A(s8) and Sample B(s1) are
plotted collectively as shown in Figure 10. It can be
assumed that as we go on increasing the estimated
exposure time a time will come that the curves for both the
samples will meet at a common point.

Because mean square error for sample A (s8) is higher
that have the decreasing trend and mean square error for
sample B(s1) is lower that have the increasing trend.
There are some non linearities in the graphs that seems to
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Fig. 8: Graph of Sample A(s8) for Estimated Exposure Fig. 10:Graphs for sample A (s8) and sample B(s1)
Time and log MSE

Fig. 9: Graph of Sample B(s1) for Estimated Exposure Fig. 11: Scattered  plot  for  8  different  samples of
Time and log MSE. knives.

For Verification purpose, we took 8 different samples of CONCLUSIONS
knives and analysed it in our prototype for quality
inspection of cutting knives. We analyzed the samples at Project is focused on the application of machine
three different estimated knives exposure times i.e. 0.60µs, vision systems in optical online quality inspection of
1.10µs and 4.44µs. we achieved very interesting results cutting knives. It emphasis on machine vision based
that are depicted in Figure 11 for are all 8 samples. Figure method   for     inspection of    wood    chipper   knives.
11 shows the scatter plots at 3 selected estimated It provides the knowledge of what parameters can be
exposure times for all eight samples on the curves for best measured  on  knives of a real-world wood chipper and
and worst case. Knife samples s6, s7 and s8 have how  the  speed  of  moving  knives  is effecting the
reasonable mean square error so that they fall into the quality inspection of knives. Prototype for Optical Online
worn out category of knife. The knife samples s1 to s5 Quality Inspection is developed while taking into
have very low mean square error so they lie in the sharp consideration of all the aspects involved in the real world
edge category of knife. wood chipper.
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